Alan Holdsworth aka Johnny Crescendo
Singer, songwriter, poet and performer
Johnny burst onto the disability arts scene in 1988 with his song ‘Choices and Rights’,
which became an anthem for disabled people all over the world. Described as the
Bob Dylan of the disabled people's movement, his performances are dynamic and
electric, with tremendous emotional commitment. Alan is often regarded as the
originator of the disability rights campaign phrase 'Piss on Pity'.
He formed part of the original bill for the 'Tragic but Brave' cabaret tour, working with
Ian Stanton and Barbara Lisicki, which toured the country accompanied by 'Chip', an
antique ‘Spastic Society’ charity collection box.
Alan is the founder of the Direct Action Network (DAN), which saw disabled
campaigners and protesters participating civil disobedience protests, pickets and
events to highlight social injustice. Many other contributors to NDACA participated in
DAN actions: Liz Carr, Barbara Lisicki, Liz Crow and Sue Elsegood to name but a few.
Alan performed many protests and festivals, including Block Telethon and the Liberty
festivals. In the late 90s Alan emigrated to the United States and became active in
another disability rights direct action group, ADAPT.
In 1995 his third album ‘Pride’ contained two songs that would become future
anthems for disabled people around the world. ‘Pride’, the title track, is a song about
how disabled people can be proud of who they are, and their strength in working
together. ‘Ballad of Josie Evans’ is a harrowing story of a disabled person in an
institution. Two of his other songs have been selected for a Songs of Freedom album
commissioned by the government of South Africa.
Quotes from Holdsworth
‘Disability art is young. Disabled people becoming part of the social agenda with their
stories, their issues and their lives. Traditionally, lives that have been buried, locked in
the attics of guilt and repression, ignored by the pursuit of false perfection. Disability
art uncovers this silent history, reveals disabled people as part of the human race
and gives a sky for their dreams to take shape.’
‘The art of any given time provides a unique social commentary. The mainstream is
made up of many rivers of consciousness, mixtures of diversity and madness, joy and
sorrow. Disability art is not mainstream but it is a river of hope that challenges our
exclusion from modern day culture. It provides an effective way of conveying
important messages, the battle for inclusion, messages from those of us at the
sharpest end of the oppression we call disability. Messages that confirm we are
strong, angry and proud, and should be accorded the basic rights that go along with
that. Disability art comes from our very soul, it cannot be bought but it can be
supported. When disabled people are accepted in society, only then will the dam
burst as our river flows into the mainstream.’

Disability Arts Movement highlights
Wrote ‘Choices & Rights’ in 1988; which became the anthem to both the Disability
Arts and Disability Rights movements.
Further reading
See: www.candomusos.com/profile-johnny-crescendo
to listen to Johnny Crescendo performing ‘Josie’ & ‘Don’t Lock Me In’
On the Disability Arts Online archived website: www.disabilityartsonline.org.uk
you can find an interview with Alan Holdsworth and Allan Sutherland.
‘Direct Action Network’, was instrumental in securing civil rights for disabled people
in Britain. You can find the ‘Direct Action Network’ documentaries on YouTube.
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